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ABSTRACT

The compositions of planet-forming disks are set by a combination of material inherited from the

interstellar medium and material reprocessed during disk formation and evolution. Indeed, comets and

primitive meteorites exhibit interstellar-like isotopic ratios and/or volatile compositions, supporting

that some pristine material was incorporated intact into icy planetesimals in the Solar Nebula. To

date, the survival of volatile interstellar material in the disk stage has not been modeled using realistic

disk physics. Here, we present a modeling framework to track the destruction of interstellar ices on

dust grains undergoing transport processes within a disk, with a particular focus on explaining the

incorporation of pristine material into icy planetesimals. We find it is difficult to explain inheritance

through the local assembly of comets, as ice destruction is rapid for small (<10µm) grains in the inner

few tens of au. Instead, a plausible pathway to inheritance is to form pebbles at larger disk radii,

which then drift inwards to the comet-forming zone with their ices mostly preserved. Small grains

beyond ∼100 au can experience ice photodissociation at the tens of percent level, however little of the

ice is actually lost from the grain, likely making this a robust site for in situ ice chemistry. Our models

also indicate that many complex organic species should survive passage through the disk intact. This

raises the possibility that organics synthesized in the interstellar medium can be delivered to terrestrial

planets by icy body impact and thus potentially participate in origins of life chemistry.

Keywords: astrochemistry – protoplanetary disks – Solar system astronomy: Comet origins

1. INTRODUCTION

The composition of a planet-forming disk is controlled

by a combination of inheritance from the interstellar

medium (ISM), and chemical reprocessing during the

formation and evolution of the disk. Numerous lines of

evidence support that at least some solar system ma-

terial was inherited intact from the ISM. For instance,

the high D/H ratios measured in H2O and H2S for the

comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko seem to necessi-

tate a prestellar origin for some of the ices in the comet

(Altwegg et al. 2017; Rubin et al. 2020). Similarly,

the organic compositions of comets match closely with

the organic inventories of Sun-like protostars (Bockelée-

Morvan et al. 2000; Bergner et al. 2017; Drozdovskaya

et al. 2019), further suggesting an interstellar prove-

nance for cometary ices. The parent bodies of primitive

meteorites, which formed at smaller disk radii and were

exposed to enhanced processing compared to comets,

have been estimated to preserve 5-10% pristine inter-

stellar material (Alexander et al. 2017). Thus, current

evidence suggests that significant reservoirs of interstel-

lar ices survived the processes of disk formation and evo-

lution to be incorporated intact into comets and, to a

lesser extent, asteroids.

Disentangling the contributions of pristine versus re-

processed material in disks is a fundamental step in un-

derstanding both the chemistry and physics associated

with planet formation. Chemically, the ISM is host to

a rich assortment of volatile/organic molecules, many of

which are also of prebiotic interest. For instance, small

molecules such as H2O and HCN that are implicated in

origins of life scenarios (e.g. Powner et al. 2009) are com-

monly detected along all stages of the star formation se-

quence (Snyder & Buhl 1971; van Dishoeck et al. 1995;

Dutrey et al. 1997; van Dishoeck et al. 2014). More-

over, larger molecules such as formamide (NH2CHO)

and glycolaldehyde (CH2OHCHO) which share struc-

tural elements in common with present-day biomolecules

have been detected in molecular clouds and protostars,

though generally with low abundances (Turner 1989;

Hollis et al. 2000; Jørgensen et al. 2012; Kahane et al.

2013). If prebiotically useful molecules synthesized in

the ISM are incorporated into icy bodies in the disk,

they may be delivered to terrestrial surfaces via impact,

and could potentially play a role in jump-starting ori-
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gins of life chemistry (Oró 1961; Anders 1989; Alexander

et al. 2012; Rubin et al. 2019). Indeed, modeling of D/H

fractionation chemistry in the Solar Nebula suggests

that tens of percent of the water in Earth’s oceans may

be interstellar in origin (Cleeves et al. 2014), support-

ing a scenario in which pristine interstellar molecules are

efficiently delivered to planetary surfaces.

Interstellar isotopic signatures also offer valuable clues

into the physical conditions of the young Solar system.

For instance, compared to other elements, oxygen iso-

topic compositions are notably heterogenous in primi-

tive meteorites. The currently favored explanation for

this is that CO self-shielding in the parent molecular

cloud produced a reservoir of 17O- and 18O-rich H2O

ice (Yurimoto & Kuramoto 2004; Krot et al. 2020). In

the disk stage, differential dynamical evolution of the ice

and gas phases, along with different degrees of thermal

processing, resulted in a range of O fractionation levels

incorporated into forming solids. With this framework,

the preservation vs. ‘reset’ of prestellar oxgyen isotope

signatures has been used to infer various physical prop-

erties of the protosolar disk (e.g Alexander et al. 2017)

and the protosolar radiation environment (Lee et al.

2008).

Numerous previous models have explored prestellar

ice reprocessing during protostellar collapse and disk

accretion (Visser et al. 2009, 2011; Yang et al. 2013;

Hincelin et al. 2013; Drozdovskaya et al. 2014, 2016;

Yoneda et al. 2016). These studies agree that signif-

icant reservoirs of prestellar ices are incorporated into

the disk, especially for accretion trajectories at the outer

edge of the disk. While these simulations track the pro-

cess of disk formation, the treatment of disk physics

is simplified. Importantly, dynamical processes such as

dust settling, radial drift, and turbulence within the disk

are not considered. Based on observations of dust distri-

butions in extrasolar disk systems (e.g. Testi et al. 2014)

as well as the inferred transport of materials within our

own Solar system (e.g. Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2002; Mc-

Keegan et al. 2006), these dynamical effects are thought

to profoundly reshape the disk physical structure during

its evolution.

Vertical transport within the disk should be particu-

larly impactful on the chemistry, as disks exhibit steep

vertical chemical gradients as a result of increased ra-

diation shielding closer to the midplane (e.g. Aikawa &

Herbst 1999). Indeed, particles undergoing turbulent

mixing can be cycled between these vertical layers, re-

sulting in exposure to very different thermal and UV

environments (Semenov & Wiebe 2011; Ciesla & Sand-

ford 2012). Properly treating disk dynamics is therefore

critical to inferring interstellar ice survival within the

disk environment.

In summary, there is compelling evidence that some

interstellar material survived incorporation into icy So-

lar system bodies. This has important implications for

the potential delivery of prebiotic precursors to plane-

tary surfaces, as well as for the physical conditions that

characterized the Solar nebula. Modeling of ice inheri-

tance during protostellar infall and disk formation sup-

ports that significant reservoirs of pristine icy material

should be incorporated into the disk. However, to date

the survival of interstellar ices within the disk stage has

not been tested considering realistic disk physics. In

this work, we aim to explore the survival of pristine in-

terstellar material within a dynamic disk environment.

To do so, we present simulations of icy grain trajecto-

ries subject to transport processes within the disk, and

track the destruction of the ice mantles as particles are

exposed to destructive thermal and photo-processing.

Our modeling framework is outlined in Section 2. In

Section 3 we present the resulting ice survival outcomes,

considering the statistics for bulk ice survival as well as

the preservation of specific molecules in the ice. We

discuss the implications for interstellar inheritance in

Section 4, with a focus on the plausible incorporation if

pristine ices into comets. In Section 5 we present our

summary and conclusions.

2. MODEL

2.1. Disk structure

We adopt a parametric disk structure model based on

the prescriptions of Andrews et al. (2011) and Rosenfeld

et al. (2013) for an accretion disk (see also Lynden-Bell

& Pringle 1974; Hartmann et al. 1998). We implement

a disk structure informed by the well-characterized disk

around the nearby T Tauri star TW Hya. This allows us

to simulate a Solar Nebula analog (M? = 0.8M�) with

well-constrained physical properties, whereas the struc-

ture of the Solar Nebula itself is not known in detail. We

assume the stellar properties for TW Hya of Teff=4110

K, M?=0.8 M�, and R? = 1.04 R� (Andrews et al.

2012). The dust distribution is described as follows and

is based on the best-fit dust model reported in Cleeves

et al. (2015). A summary figure of the disk physical

model is shown in Appendix A.

The dust surface density profile Σdust is found from

the tapered power-law:

Σdust(r) = 0.04 g cm−2
( r

150au

)−1

exp
(
− r

150au

)
. (1)

We include two dust populations to capture the effects

of dust growth and settling within the disk. The small-

grain population ranges in size from 5 nm–10 µm, and
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the large-grain population from 5 nm–1 cm. We assume

90% of the total dust mass is contained in the large grain

population, orXlg = 0.9. Both grain populations extend

from an inner radius of 0.05 au to an outer radius of 200

au. The volumetric densities of each grain population i

follow a Gaussian distribution with disk height z:

ρdust,i(r, z) = Xi
Σdust(r)√
2πHi(r)

exp
[
− 0.5

( z

Hi(r)

)2]
, (2)

where Hi is the vertical scale height of each dust pop-

ulation. The small grain scale height is described by a

power-law:

Hsm(r) = 15 au
( r

150au

)1.3

. (3)

To mimic settling, the large grain scale height Hlg(r) is

set to 0.2Hsm(r).

We solve for the local dust temperatures in the disk us-

ing the radiative transfer code RADMC-3D (Dullemond

et al. 2012) including isotropic scattering. Dust opaci-

ties are calculated using the DIANA project Opacity-
Tool (Woitke et al. 2016) assuming an amorphous

silicate-carbonaceous material with a carbon fraction of

0.13 and a size power-law distribution of 3.5. The input

stellar spectrum is composed of the TW Hya UV spec-

trum (Herczeg et al. 2002, 2004; Cleeves et al. 2013)

added to a Blackbody component calculated from the

stellar Teff=4110 K. We additionally include an exter-

nal UV field of 30 G0, where G0=1 corresponds to the

ISRF UV (91–200 nm) flux of 1.6×10−3 erg cm−2 s−1

(Habing 1968). In this model the external UV field only

becomes important beyond ∼180 au, and therefore does

not play a significant role in ice destruction at the radii

we are considering (<150 au). For disks with a stronger

external radiation field, ice loss may be enhanced to-

wards the outer disk edge compared to our models.

We also use RADMC-3D to sample the local UV field

at each grid point in our disk model. Fluxes are com-

puted at 71 wavelengths spanning 91-200 nm. The

wavelengths are chosen such that, given the unatten-

uated stellar spectrum, the total wavelength-summed

photodissociation rate differs by less than 5% from

the wavelength-integrated photodissociation rate for all

molecules considered in our model (see Section 2.3.4).

Note that our treatment does not include resonant scat-

tering effects on the propagation of Ly-α photons, which

has been shown to enhance Ly-α penetration in deeper

disk layers (Bethell & Bergin 2011). As such, the rates

of photodesorption and photodissociation may be some-

what underestimated in our treatment.

Gas temperatures are calculated using the RADMC-

3D derived dust temperatures. We follow the formalisms

of Dartois et al. (2003) and Rosenfeld et al. (2013), us-

ing the parametric values provided for TW Hya in Zhang

et al. (2017) and Huang et al. (2018). The gas temper-

ature at the midplane is set equal to the dust tempera-

ture:

Tgas(r, z = 0) = Tdust(r, z = 0) ≡ Tm (4)

Above a disk elevation zq, the gas temperature is:

Tgas(r, z ≥ zq) = 125K
( r

10au

)−0.47

≡ Ta (5)

At 0 < z < zq, the gas temperature is described by:

Tgas(r, 0 < z < zq) = Ta + (Tm − Ta)
(

cos
πz

2zq

)2δ

, (6)

where δ is the shape of the vertical gas temperature

gradient and is set to 2.0. zq is set to 4× the gas scale

height Hgas, where:

Hgas =
( kTmr

3

GM?µmH

)1/2

. (7)

µ is the mean molecular gas weight, set to 2.37. We

then calculate the gas density by solving the hydrostatic

equation given a vertically integrated gas to dust ratio

of 100:1.

2.2. Particle dynamics

We simulate the dynamical evolution of solid grains

within the disk using particle tracking methods (Ciesla

2010, 2011; Ciesla & Sandford 2012). The disk is as-

sumed to be turbulent, imparting a local diffusivity

within the gas given by αcsH. For the models presented

here, we take α=10−3 everywhere in the disk.

We consider particles with radii of 1, 10, 100, and 1000

µm, representing relatively unevolved grains through to

grains that have grown significantly within the disk. In

each case we adopt a density of 1.5 g cm−3. The particles

are released at 20, 50, 75, 100, and 150 au, with their

dynamical evolution determined by the combination of

turbulent diffusion, gravitational settling, and gas drag.

The movement of each particle is calculated as described

in Ciesla (2010) and Ciesla (2011), and positions (r,z)

recorded every timestep where ∆t is taken to be 1/25th

the local orbital period.

Particles are initialized at the disk midplane. This

is motivated by the results of protostellar infall models

(e.g. Visser et al. 2009; Hincelin et al. 2013), which show

that significant reservoirs of intact interstellar ices are

incorporated in the disk as it forms due to a combina-

tion of (i) shallow accretion trajectories and preferential

accretion at the disk edge, and (ii) the presence of the
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Figure 1. ‘Clouds’ (pink) showing 100 particle trajectories for different sized particles initialized at different radii and run for
100 kyr. Trajectory clouds are overlaid on the modeled UV field.

envelope which shields infalling material from photopro-

cessing. Thus, we assume that pristine interstellar ice

has already survived the formation of the disk and is

present on midplane grains.
Figure 1 shows 100 particle trajectories for each com-

bination of grain size and initial radius considered in

our models, where each trajectory has been simulated

for 100 kyr. The trajectory ‘clouds’ reveal the typical

dynamical behavior of different particle sizes. The mod-

eled UV field is also shown to illustrate the disk regions

where particles are subject to ice processing. Small par-

ticles (1 and 10µm) are typically mixed into elevated

disk regions where they are exposed to moderate to high

UV fluxes, and remain roughly centered around their

initial radius. 100µm particles experience some vertical

mixing but are still mostly confined to UV-shielded disk

layers. These particles also experience slow drift inwards

towards the star. 1mm grains do not diffuse out of the

disk midplane, and also experience more rapid drift to-

wards the star. These differences in dynamical evolution

will be largely responsible for differences in ice survival

outcomes in our subsequent analysis.

2.3. Chemical model

Our chemical modeling framework simulates a

protostellar-like icy grain structure and composition and

treats the destructive processes of thermal desorption,

photodesorption, and photodissociation. In this work,

we focus solely on ice destruction with the specific aim

of identifying the degree to which protostellar ice can

survive passage through the disk.

The ice model, shown schematically in Figure 2, con-

sists of two vertical layers, mimicking the ice compo-

sitions inferred along protostellar lines of sight (Öberg

et al. 2011). The total ice thickness is 100 monolayers

(ML; 1 ML = 1015 molecules cm−2). The bottom layer is

a H2O-dominated mixture with a composition 58 H2O

: 11.6 CO : 7.5 CO2 : 2.9 CH4 : 2.9 NH3. This rep-

resents ‘first-generation’ ice species which form in the

early stages of a molecular cloud. The top layer is a

CO-dominated mixture with a composition of 5.2 CO :
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Figure 2. Schematic of ice model structure and its evolution as ice is lost due to desorption. The bottom layer (Layer 1)
represents first-generation protostellar ice species and the top layer (Layer 2) represents second-generation ice species. Desorption
takes place from the top 3 ML of the ice, referred to as the surface. The non-surface is referred to as the mantle. Once Layer 2
is lost, the surface zone moves into Layer 1.

9.3 CO2 : 1.7 CH3OH : 0.2 HCN : 0.6 H2CO. This rep-

resents the ‘second-generation’ ice species which form

once cloud densities are high enough for catastrophic

CO freeze-out. The following sections outline our treat-

ment of destructive ice processing, which draws from the

models of Fayolle et al. (2011), Ruaud & Gorti (2019),

and Garrod (2019).

2.3.1. Thermal desorption

The rate of molecule loss from the ice surface due to

thermal desorption is found from

Rtdes,i = −Ni,s ν0,i exp(−Edes,i/T ), (8)

where for species i, Ni,s is the surface column density,

Edes,i is the binding energy, T is the local temperature,

and ν0,i is the pre-exponential factor akin to an escape

frequency. In the disk regions relevant to this study the

temperatures of the small and large grain populations

(Section 2.1) differ by at most a few K, and we adopt the

small grain temperature for calculating thermal desorp-

tion rates. For small molecules, ν0,i can be found from

the harmonic oscillator relation (e.g. Hasegawa et al.

1992):

ν0,i =

√
2NskBEdes,i

π2mi
, (9)

where Ns is the binding site density (1015 cm−2), kB is

the Boltzmann constant, and mi is the mass of species

i. For the molecules considered here, ν0 is of order a few

×1012 s−1.

Our adopted binding energies are listed in Table 1,

and are taken from existing chemical modeling frame-

works (Garrod 2013; McElroy et al. 2013). We note that

for NH3, HCN, and H2CO there are >50% differences

between these binding energies and those measured in

laboratory experiments (Sandford & Allamandola 1993;

Noble et al. 2012, 2013). Still, we use the chemical model

values to ensure uniformity between the relative bind-

ing energies of different molecules and radicals in our

Table 1. Adopted binding energies

Molecule Edes,i (K) Radical fragments Edes,i (K)

H2O 5700 OH-H 2850

CO2 2575 CO-O 1150

CO 1150 C-O 800

CH4 1300 CH3-H 1175

NH3 5530 NH2-H 3960

CH3OH 5530 CH3-OH 2850

HCN 2050 CN-H 1600

H2CO 2050 HCO-H 1600

Radical products are assumed to desorb with the binding
energy of the heavier species. When available, binding
energies are taken from Garrod (2013). In other cases
(O, HCN, and CN) we adopt the UMIST recommended
binding energies (McElroy et al. 2013).

model, particularly because of a lack of laboratory mea-

surements for radical binding energies.

2.3.2. Photodesorption

We also consider loss of ice from the surface due to

photodesorption. We assume a constant photodesorp-

tion yield Ypdes,i of 10−4 photon−1 for all ice species, in-

formed by the simulations of Andersson & van Dishoeck

(2008). The choice of a uniform Ypdes follows the rea-

soning outlined in Ruaud et al. (2016), particularly that

photodesorption is often driven by photon absorption in

the ice layer beneath the desorbing molecule, and it is

therefore difficult to assign a molecule-specific photodes-

orption yield (e.g. Muñoz Caro et al. 2010; Bertin et al.

2012). Given a standard geometric cross-section σpdes

of 10−15 cm−2, the photodesorption rate can then be

written as

Rpdes,i = −Ni,s Ypdes,i σpdes FUV /2. (10)
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where FUV is the total 91–200 nm flux (Section 2.1) and

the factor 1/2 reflects that the surface is only exposed

to photons from one direction.

2.3.3. Replenishment of the desorption zone

In practice, we assume that desorption takes place

only from the top 3 ML of the ice. When molecules

are lost from this surface layer through either thermal

or photo-desorption, the empty positions are replenished

statistically based on the composition of the layer un-

derneath. In the initial stage of ice loss, the surface is

replenished from the Layer 2 mantle (Figure 2). Given

a total desorption rate Rdes = Σi(Rtdes,i +Rpdes,i), the

rate of filling of a species i from the Layer 2 mantle to

the surface is given by

Rrepl,i,2−S = −Rdes
Ni,2
N2

, (11)

where Ni,2 is the column density of species i in the Layer

2 mantle, and N2 is the total column of the Layer 2

mantle. Layer 2 is in turn replenished from Layer 1:

Rrepl,i,1−2 = −Rdes
Ni,1
N1

(12)

Once Layer 2 is completely lost, the surface is re-

plenished following Equation 11 but from Layer 1. In

this way, desorption is allowed to occur until all the ice

is lost. Note that we do not explicitly treat diffusion

between the layers, however as a result of desorption,

material from lower layers is effectively mixed upwards

within the ice. This is done in a statistical way and does

not account for the different diffusion barriers of differ-

ent molecules, which in reality will dictate their mixing

efficiency within the ice. The implications of this are

discussed in Section 2.4.

2.3.4. Photodissociation

UV photodissociation cross-sections for each molecule,

σpdiss,i, are taken from the Leiden Observatory

database1 (Heays et al. 2017). In the ice phase, pho-

todissociation products are trapped in place and can

rapidly react to reform the parent molecule, lowering

the effective photodissociation cross-section compared

to the gas phase (e.g. Öberg 2016). We therefore scale

down the gas-phase cross-sections by a factor of 10 for

use in our ice model. The photodissociation rate con-

stants are then calculated by

kpdiss,i =
∑
n

σ̄pdiss,i,nF̄UV,n/2, (13)

1 https://home.strw.leidenuniv.nl/ ewine/photo/

where n denotes the discrete wavelength bins sampled

in our model, σ̄pdiss,i,n is the average photodissocia-

tion rate constant within wavelength bin n for species i,

and F̄UV,n/2 is the geometry-corrected UV flux in wave-

length bin n. As noted in Section 2.1, the wavelength

bins are chosen such that the wavelength-summed pho-

todissociation rate constant for all molecules (e.g. Equa-

tion 13) is within 5% of the wavelength-integrated quan-

tity
∫ 200nm

ν=91nm
σpdiss,νFUV,ν , given the input stellar flux

profile.

Because UV penetration is attenuated with ice depth,

the photodissociation rate constant is adjusted in each

monolayer:

kpdiss,i,j = kpdiss,i(1− 0.007)j−1, (14)

where j is the depth of a given monolayer ranging from

1 to the total ice thickness Nmonolayers. The factor 0.007

represents the probability of photon absorption within

a single ice monolayer, taken from Andersson & van

Dishoeck (2008). Lastly, the mean photodissociation

rate within each layer (e.g. surface layer, layer 2 mantle,

and layer 1 mantle) is found from:

Rpdiss,i =

jbottom∑
jtop

kpdiss,i,jNi/nlay, (15)

where jtop and jbottom denote the layer boundaries in

terms of monolayers from the surface, resulting in a total

layer thickness nlay = jbottom− jtop. Thus, Ni/nlay rep-

resents the total column density of species i distributed

across nlay monolayers within a given ice layer.

We track dissociation products as distinct species from

the parent molecules within our ice model. In subse-

quent analysis, we will refer to the parent molecules and

dissociation products as ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ ices,

respectively. For dissociations within the surface layer,

the secondary species are treated as a single product

with the binding energy of the heavier radical product

(Table 1). For dissociations within the mantle layers,

we treat the secondary species as a single product with

the same binding energy of the original parent molecule.

This treatment assumes that radicals within the man-

tle are likely to recombine with neighboring radicals to

form molecules with a binding energy closer to the par-

ent molecule than to the radical products. In this way,

we capture the salient effects of radical recombination

within the ice without needing to implement a detailed

treatment of ice diffusion or formation chemistry. In-

deed, since thermal desorption plays only a minor role

in most disk regions (Section 2.5), and photodesorption

rates are uniform across all molecules, the identity of the

recombination product should not meaningfully impact
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the ice survival results. While secondary ices are consid-

ered in the accounting of ice thickness used to attenuate

the incident UV flux (Equation 15), we do not explicitly

track any further dissociation of secondary ices.

2.4. Chemical model caveats

Our ice chemistry model is designed to capture the

important microphysics regulating ice survival, while

still maintaining computational feasibility needed to run

thousands of trajectories. We do not consider chem-

ical processing due to exposure to X-rays and cosmic

rays, which should penetrate closer to the midplane than

UV. This is motivated by detailed modeling that shows

photochemistry timescales are >106 years in the disk

midplane even when considering X-ray and cosmic ray

induced chemistry along with UV (Semenov & Wiebe

2011). Therefore, on the timescales considered for our

analysis, we do not expect the inclusion of X-rays or cos-

mic rays to significantly increase ice destruction in the

midplane.

We also do not include ice diffusion in our model,

though some upward diffusion takes place via the replen-

ishment of the desorption surface by mantle molecules.

Because we do not explicitly treat reactions within our

ices, it is not important to include diffusion to properly

track the chemistry. The main impact of omitting dif-

fusion in our models is that we likely overestimate the

extent to which CO (and perhaps also CH4) is trapped

in the ice mantle within its snow line. When particles

drift interior to the CO snowline, they typically lose

about 20% of the original CO to thermal desorption, at

which point the desorption surface becomes saturated

with less volatile molecules. Laboratory experiments of

astrophysical ice analogs show CO trapping efficiencies

up to ∼10% in H2O ice and 65% in CO2 ice (Simon

et al. 2019). We therefore expect that the true extent of

CO loss should be a few times higher than our models

predict. Still, this overestimation of CO trapping does

not meaningfully impact any of our conclusions.

That we do not include formation chemistry in our

models should also not impact the inferred ice survival

outcomes. Given that neutral-neutral reactions typi-

cally have energy barriers, the majority of ice-phase

chemistry should be driven by the production of radicals.

In high-density regions, we also expect limited hydro-

genation chemistry as most H should be in the form of

H2. Thus, chemistry should not significantly contribute

to the destruction of ice species that are not already de-

stroyed via photodissociation. Still, understanding the

formation of organics in these dynamic ice particles is

an interesting avenue for predicting the inventories of

prebiotic organics synthesized in situ in disks. A full

treatment of ice-phase chemistry will be the subject of

future work.

Lastly, we neglect gas-phase chemistry and, in partic-

ular, the freeze-out of gas-phase molecules onto grains.

CO should be the most abundant molecule after H2 in

disks. Interior to the CO snow surface, CO should not

efficiently adsorb onto the grains. Exterior to the CO

snow surface, the gas-phase CO abundance will be ex-

tremely low, and further freeze-out of CO onto grains

should not be important. Moreover, photodissociation

is the dominant destruction mechanism in most disk re-

gions of our models. While photodissociation rates are

attenuated with ice depth, the dependence on ice thick-

ness is rather small, scaling as a factor of (1− 0.007)j−1

where j is the depth of a given monolayer (Section 2.3.4).

Thus, even accumulating 100 ML of new ice would only

attenuate the photodissociation rates of the original ice

by a factor of ∼2. Accretion of new ice will inhibit

photodesorption and thermal desorption, but these play

only a small role in ice loss in most of the disk.

2.5. Ice destruction in a static disk

As a first look at ice destruction in the disk environ-

ment, Figure 3 shows ice loss timescales for a static disk.

The left panel shows the time required for the entire pri-

mary ice to be destroyed when considering all destruc-

tion processes simultaneously. It is clear that ices in the

disk midplane are well shielded from destructive pro-

cessing. The vertical gradients in ice loss timescales are

quite steep, especially in the inner ∼50 au, and so ice

destruction becomes orders of magnitude more efficient

over a relatively small change in elevation.

The right panels of Figure 3 shows the ice loss

timescales for each destruction process individually, con-

sidering either a pure H2O ice or a pure CO ice. These

molecules are illustrative because they exhibit opposite

destruction behavior: CO experiences efficient thermal

desorption but inefficient photodissociation, while H2O

experiences inefficient thermal desorption and more ef-

ficient photodissociation. These plots therefore demon-

strate the range of possible outcomes for different ice

destruction mechanisms. Note that photodesorption ef-

ficiencies are uniform for all molecules in our models.

Most molecules are not efficiently thermally desorbed

in the disk regions considered here (>4 au; Section 2.6).

CO is a notable exception, with a midplane snowline

around 20 au. CO is also somewhat unusual in that

its photodissociation rate is low compared to the other

molecules in our simulation. The CO photodissociation

efficiency is therefore comparable to its photodesorption

efficiency. For other molecules, photodissociation is typ-

ically much more efficient than photodesorption, as illus-
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Figure 3. Left: times required for total loss of the primary ice mantle at different positions within a static disk, considering the
ISM ice structure described in Section 2.3 and including photodissociation, photodesorption, and thermal desorption. Right:
ice destruction times for individual destruction processes, considering a 100 ML ice of pure CO (top) or pure H2O (bottom).

trated by H2O. Therefore, we expect photodissociation

to be the most important mechanism of ice destruction

in our model. Photoprocesses are generally not efficient

below an elevation z/r ∼0.1-0.2 in our model. Dynamic

cycling of particles into more elevated, UV-exposed disk

layers is needed to drive any meaningful ice loss (be-

sides thermal desorption of hypervolatiles) at the disk

radii considered in this work.

2.6. Chemodynamic modeling

To calculate ice destruction for individual particle tra-

jectories, at each time step we find the local temperature

and UV flux at the particle’s position using a 2D lin-

ear interpolation of the disk temperature and UV struc-

tures solved for in Section 2.1. Ice destruction rates

are then calculated following the formalisms in Sections

2.3.1–2.3.4. The calculation is terminated when either

(i) all primary and secondary ices are lost from the grain,

(ii) the particle reaches an inner radius of 4 au, or (iii)

the maximum run time for the trajectory is met. We

choose a cutoff radius of 4 au because this allows us to

probe the minimum extent of the comet formation zone

(Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2004), while maintaining man-

ageable computational costs due to the decreasing time

steps required in the inner disk.

We run batches of models for both long (1 Myr) and

short (100 kyr) timescales. For the long group, we run

250 trajectories for each grain size, for particles initial-

ized at both 20 and 75 au. For the short group, we

run 100 trajectories for each grain size, for particles

initialized at 20, 50, 75, 100, and 150 au. The long

trajectories are likely not physical, as grain growth is

expected to happen on faster timescales (Appendix B).

However, these trajectories allow us to evaluate the char-

acteristic behavior of ice destruction in different disk

regions for different grain sizes. The short trajectories

are more physical, and we explore a wider range of pa-

rameter space in order to infer plausible ice destruction

outcomes. In the following Section, we present the ice

destruction results for these models.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Ice destruction timescales: 1 Myr models

We first consider the results of our long (1 Myr) model

suite in order to evaluate the characteristic ice destruc-

tion timescales for different particle sizes and disk radii.

Figure 4 shows the fraction of the original ice mantle

(primary + secondary ice species) remaining as a func-

tion of time for individual particle trajectories, along

with the median and 25-75th percentiles for ice survival

across all particles with a given size and initial radius.

Small particles (1-10µm) are subject to significant ice

destruction, particularly at smaller radii in the disk. As

can be seen in the trajectory clouds of Figure 1, particles

in this regime are readily lofted to elevated disk layers

and subject to UV exposure. The ice loss timescale for

small grains therefore primarily represents the timescale

for a particle to be cycled into unshielded disk layers,

which is most efficient for smaller particles at smaller

radii. For 1mm sized grains, the particles remain set-

tled in the shielded midplane for a few hundred kyr

and experience minimal ice destruction during this time.

However, these grains are drifting into the star, and ex-

perience some ice loss due to thermal desorption of CO

around 20 au, and HCN and H2CO around 7 au. We as-
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Figure 4. Ice survival fraction (primary + secondary ice) for particle trajectories as a function of time for 1 Myr runs.
Individual trajectories are shown as blue lines. Pink lines and shaded regions represent the median survival fraction and the
25–75th percentile range, respectively, of all trajectories.

sume that all ice is lost when they reach 4 au, the inner

boundary of our simulation (Section 2.6). 100µm sized

grains represent an interesting intermediate case: parti-

cles initialized at 20 au are susceptible to both drift and

vertical cycling, resulting in considerable ice destruction

though with typically long destruction timescales (>0.5

Myr). At larger radii, we see almost no ice destruction

for 100µm grains since the particles are large enough

to avoid cycling into the unshielded layers, but small

enough to avoid drift on 1 Myr timescales.

Table 2 lists the time at which the 25, 50, and 75th
percentile particles within each simulation group have

lost 50% of the ice mantle. This metric captures the

relative efficacy of ice destruction between different grain

sizes and disk radii, as well as the spread in destruction

timescales within a given simulation group. We consider

the timescales for both the loss of primary + secondary

ice, as well as the loss of the primary ice species alone.

The median ice loss timescales are generally a few hun-

dred kyr or longer. Here, it becomes important to con-

sider other processes that are taking place in the disk

on similar timescales. As demonstrated in Appendix B,

grain growth will take place on timescales of a few to

tens of kyr in the disk midplane. Thus, while the 1

Myr trajectories are useful from the standpoint of de-

riving characteristic ice destruction timescales, they are

likely not physical. For subsequent analysis, we focus on

timescales of 100 kyr in order to conservatively encom-

pass the time that a particle is likely to remain a given

size.

3.2. Survival outcomes: 100 kyr models

We now consider in detail the survival of ice species for

a more realistic timescale of 100 kyr. We consider initial

radii of 20, 50, 75, 100 and 150 au in order to sample

ice survival outcomes across the disk. 100 trajectories

are run for each combination of grain size and initial

radius, since we found that this is enough to recover the

statistical trends found from 250 trajectories.

3.2.1. Ice destruction trends

To illustrate the ice destruction behavior for individ-

ual particles, Figure 5 shows three example particle tra-

jectories for 1µm sized grains starting at both 20 au and

150 au. There are three important trends to highlight:

(i) the behavior of molecules with different photodissoci-

ation rates, (ii) the behavior of molecules in ice Layer 1

(H2O-rich) vs. Layer 2 (CO-rich), and (iii) the behavior

of grains at small vs. large disk radii.

(i) Of the molecules considered in our model, most

have similar photodissociation rates. The exceptions are

CO2 and CO, which typically have photodissociation

rates 1 and 2 orders of magnitude lower, respectively.

This is largely due to the fact that CO2 and CO are

not efficiently photodissociated by Ly-α photons, which
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Table 2. Ice loss timescales (Myr)

r(0) (au) 1 µm 10 µm 100 µm 1 mm

Primary + secondary ices

20 au 0.10 [0.05, 0.22] 0.17 [0.08, 0.32] 0.66 [0.47, >1] 0.16 [0.14, 0.19]

75 au 0.44 [0.24, 0.70] >1 [0.76, >1] >1 [>1, >1] 0.28 [0.25, 0.31]

Primary ices

20 au 0.07 [0.03, 0.13] 0.10 [0.05, 0.17] 0.52 [0.36, 0.78] 0.16 [0.14, 0.19]

75 au 0.21 [0.10, 0.33] 0.31 [0.15, 0.55] >1 [>1, >1] 0.28 [0.25, 0.31]

Listed values represent the time when 50% of the ice was lost for the 50th [25th, 75th]
percentile particle in each group. Lower limits are listed when 50% of ice was not
lost on a 1 Myr timescale.

Figure 5. Three example trajectories for 1µm grains starting at 20 au (left) and 150 au (right). The UV fluence encountered
by the particle is shown in the top row. The ice mantle inventories of H2O, CO, and CH3OH are shown in the bottom rows.
Pink lines represent the primary ice species, and orange lines represent the secondary species (i.e. dissociation products).

carry the majority of the photon flux in the disk. The

difference in ice behavior between the fast photodisso-

ciation group (H2O, CH4, NH3, CH3OH, H2CO, and

HCN) and the slow photodissociation group (CO and

CO2) is illustrated by H2O and CO in Figure 5. H2O

is rapidly converted to secondary ice species upon ex-

posure to high UV fields, while CO is more resilient to

photodissociation. Thus, we expect CO and CO2 to re-

main intact as primary ices more readily than the other

molecules in our simulation.

(ii) The difference between ice species in Layer 1 vs.

Layer 2 is illustrated by H2O and CH3OH in Figure

5. While H2O is readily photodissociated upon expo-

sure to a strong UV field, the total inventory of pri-

mary + secondary H2O is generally conserved until a

strong enough UV field is encountered that the ice is

completely photo-desorbed. In contrast, CH3OH is si-

multaneously photodissociated and photodesorbed since

it occupies the desorptive surface layer. CO presents an

intermediate case, as it is present in both Layer 1 and

Layer 2. Thus, we expect molecules present primarily

in the CO-rich ice layer to be preferentially lost from

the ice, either as the primary species or its dissociation

product. Similarly, molecules present in the H2O-rich
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layer should be preferentially preserved, though in some

cases entirely in the form of the dissociation product.

(iii) The vertical gradients in temperature and UV flux

are steeper in the inner disk than the outer disk. As a

result, particles cycled vertically will experience pulses

of ice processing, illustrated by the r0=20 au grains in

Figure 5. These pulses are generally quite destructive

when they occur, resulting in steep drops in primary ice

column densities or even total loss of the ice mantle.

On the other hand, the reduced shielding in the outer

disk translates to a more persistent exposure to UV ra-

diation, but at lower levels than those experienced in

the inner disk. As a result, ice destruction takes place

gradually over the entire particle trajectory. Moreover,

the lower UV fluxes in the outer disk result in low pho-

todesorption rates, meaning that secondary ice species

generally accumulate within the mantle.

With these behaviors in mind, we now consider the ice

survival outcomes in a more statistical sense, combining

the results from all trajectories within a given simulation

group.

3.2.2. 1µm ice destruction statistics

We first focus on 1µm sized grains since they exhibit

the most ice destruction of any grain size on a 100 kyr

timescale, and therefore allow us to identify trends in ice

destruction behavior. Figure 6 shows the median (across

100 trajectories) fraction of each ice species surviving

at four different time points in the simulation, for 1µm

grains initialized at 20, 75, and 150 au. Primary and

secondary species are represented with blue and purple

bars, respectively.

Particles initialized at 150 au show photodissociation

of primary ices by a few tens of kyr. Several of the

trends noted in Section 3.2.1 are seen to play out in the

statistics we observe here. First, we note that the easily

photodissociated molecules (H2O, CH4, NH3, CH3OH,

HCN, and H2CO) show much greater loss than CO and

CO2. Moreover, molecules that occupy only the CO-

rich layer show more loss than molecules that occupy the

H2O-rich layer (e.g. CH3OH, HCN, and H2CO vs. H2O,

NH3, and CH4). This reflects that molecules in the lower

ice layers cannot be desorbed, and also are photodisso-

ciated at a slightly slower rate due to shielding with

increased ice depth. For 150 au particles, secondary ices

make up a meaningful contribution to the median ice

composition due to the steady production of secondary

ices in the outer disk discussed in Section 3.2.1. Pho-

todesorption rates are also low in the outer disk, mean-

ing that secondary species accumulate on the grain sur-

faces.

For 20 au particles, the median ice composition shows

minimal ice loss prior to 60 kyr. The exception is CO,

for which ∼20% of the original ice is lost due to thermal

desorption in the beginning of the simulation. CO des-

orption ceases when the surface is filled with less volatile

molecules, trapping most of the CO ice in the mantle.

As described in Section 2.4, the true extent of CO loss

is likely higher than our models predict, but our results

are not meaningfully impacted by this. At 60 kyr, the

median ice composition has changed significantly as par-

ticles have had time to diffuse into more elevated disk

layers. The relative photodissociation efficiency of differ-

ent ice species follows a similar pattern as noted for ice

loss at 150 au: ice species with high photodissociation

rates are destroyed most efficiently, especially those in

the CO-rich layer. CO and CO2 are present in both the

CO-rich and H2O-rich layers but are less susceptible to

photodissociation and so are not as efficiently destroyed.

In addition, thermal desorption also contributes to ice

loss at 20 au. This is apparent in the enhanced loss of

HCN and H2CO at 20 au relative to 150 au, which is

due to a combination of desorption of the photodissoci-

ation products from the surface layer of the ice and, in

warmer (&30 K) regions, direct desorption of the par-

ent molecules. Only molecules occupying the CO-rich

ice layer are impacted by thermal desorption, while sim-

ilarly volatile molecules or radicals in the H2O-rich layer

remain trapped in the mantle. We note that the HCN

and H2CO binding energies adopted here are low com-

pared to laboratory measurements (see Section 2.3.1),

and so our models may overpredict the true extent of

parent molecule thermal desorption.

At 20 au, there is no appreciable contribution of sec-

ondary species to the total ice when considering the me-

dian column densities across all trajectories. This is

likely due to the transient and stochastic nature of sec-

ondary ice production at small disk radii. Here, parti-

cles entering the unshielded disk layers undergo rapid

production of secondary ices but often fully lose the ice

mantle shortly thereafter. Additionally, some particles

never enter the unshielded region, and do not produce

secondary species in the first place. As a result, at any

given time step, the median column densities of the sec-

ondary ice species are negligible. We therefore empha-

size that the lack of secondary ice for the 20 au sim-

ulations is a statistical representation and should not

be interpreted as reflecting the ice composition of any

single particle. Thus, individual particles never exhibit

only CO and CO2 without any other primary or sec-

ondary ices, as might be inferred at 80 kyr. Instead, CO

and CO2 are the most likely molecules to survive intact,

and should regularly be found intact on ice mantles up
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Figure 6. Median ice survival fractions for 1µm grains at different time points in the simulation, shown for initial radii of 20,
75, and 150 au. Blue and purple bars represent primary and secondary ices, respectively.

to ∼80 kyr. Similarly, while secondary ices are produced

in abundance in individual trajectories (Figure 5), it is

statistically unlikely that they will be present on a given

particle at a given time step.

The 75 au particles show little ice destruction until

100 kyr, except for thermal desorption of CO as par-

ticles reach moderately elevated regions with tempera-

tures above ∼20 K. Interestingly, this intermediate disk

radius exhibits much less ice destruction than the 20 au

or 150 au cases. The vertical gradient in the UV field

is shallower at 75 au compared to the inner disk, and

thus in contrast to the 20 au models, particles are not

easily lofted to the disk elevations required for UV pho-

toprocessing. The higher densities at 75 au compared to

150 au result in more effective UV shielding, diminish-

ing ice destruction relative to the 150 au models. Thus,

intermediate disk regions experience very little ice pro-

cessing even for 1µm sized particles, as it takes >100

kyr for a typical grain to diffuse into a disk region that

is UV-exposed (Figure 4).

3.2.3. Ice destruction for different grain sizes

We now synthesize the ice survival outcomes for all

modeled grain sizes (1µm–1mm) and disk radii (20–

150 au). Figure 7 summarizes the ice loss statistics,

where all primary and secondary ice species have been

grouped together. The relative survival of individual

molecules generally reflects the same trends seen for the

1µm grains discussed in Section 3.2.2.

Of the particle sizes considered in our model, the 1µm

particles exhibit the most significant ice destruction due

to the relative ease of lofting these grains into the ex-

posed upper disk layers. 10µm grains are also suscep-

tible to ice loss, and show similar trends to the 1µm

grains though to a lesser extent. Notably, the loss of

primary ice species is most efficient at small radii (20

au) and large radii (150 au). While 20 au and 150 au

are the only disk radii where the median particle shows

more than a few percent ice loss, all radii show tens of

percent of ice loss at the 25th percentile level. Thus,

a minority but appreciable population of 1 and 10µm

sized particles will experience moderate ice destruction

at all disk radii on a 100 kyr timescale. For both small

grain sizes, we also see that secondary ices typically ac-

cumulate to a greater extent at 150 au compared to the

smaller disk radii. Again though, the 25th percentile

reflects that for all disk radii, tens of percent of the ice

will be retained as secondary ices for a subset of the

population.

The larger grain sizes, 100µm and 1mm, show almost

no ice loss by 100 kyr. The few percent of ice that is
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Figure 7. Summary of ice survival statistics at 100 kyr for primary and secondary ice species with respect to the initial ice
thickness. For each combination of grain sizes and initial radii, scatter points represent the median survival outcome and shaded
bars show the 25-75th percentile range.

lost reflects the thermal desorption of volatile species

from particles that drift to lukewarm (∼20–30 K) disk

radii. This affects all 1mm sized particles along with

100µm particles initialized within 50 au. Because this

is a thermal process, secondary ice species are not pro-

duced on these larger grains. We see no increase in ice

destruction at the 25th percentile level, indicating that

ice destruction is generally not an important outcome

for these larger grains. On longer timescales, drift (1mm

and 100 µm) and vertical diffusion (100 µm) will begin

to result in further ice loss, as discussed in Section 3.1.

However, these processes do not occur quickly enough to

meaningfully impact ice survival on realistic timescales.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Ice inheritance and comet formation

In our models of ice destruction for particles under-

going diffusion, settling, and drift within a disk, ice de-

struction is relatively inefficient on 100 kyr timescales,

except for small grains (<10µm) in the inner or outer

disk (e.g. 20 and 150 au in our models; Figure 7). With

this in mind, we now assemble a plausible scenario for

how interstellar ice is incorporated into icy bodies in the

outer solar system. It is important to recognize that this

interpretation assumes our adopted disk physical struc-

ture is a good analog for the Solar Nebula. The impacts

of various disk physical properties on ice survival out-

comes are discussed further in Section 4.2.

Protostellar infall models indicate that pristine ice is

preferentially incorporated into the outer disk regions

(Visser et al. 2011; Drozdovskaya et al. 2014). Grains

should enter the disk with small sizes (µm scale). At

150 au, 1–10µm grains will typically experience some

degree of ice destruction during the time spent growing

to ∼100µm in size. While particles can lose up to tens

of percent of their pristine ices to photodissociation in

this regime, the dissociation products are not efficiently

desorbed beyond a few tens of au, and should generally

remain in the ice as secondary species (Figure 7). It

is also important to note that there is a wide range in

the degree of ice processing experienced by small parti-

cles, and therefore growing particles may incorporate a

mixture of unprocessed and moderately processed ices.

Once grains reach sizes of ∼100µm, they are not circu-

lated to the UV-rich, upper disk regions and so further

ice destruction is inefficient. Following further growth

to millimeter sizes, grains are transported inwards to-

wards the star (Figure 1). These drifting particles

should contain contributions of unprocessed and pro-

cessed (i.e. photodissociated) ice species inherited from

smaller grains, but should not experience further ice de-

struction. The exception is that some hypervolatiles

will be lost once drifting grains pass interior to their

snowlines. While our model likely under-estimates the

extent of hypervolatile loss, we still expect tens of per-

cent of hypervolatiles to stay trapped in the ice exterior

to the H2O and CO2 snowlines (see Section 2.4). Icy

bodies such as comets that accrete these drifting peb-

bles should therefore incorporate significant reservoirs

of pristine ice, with the majority in the form of the pri-

mary ice species and up to a few tens of percent in the

form of radical recombination products. In either case,

interstellar isotopic signatures should be preserved.

Thus, the assembly of cometary bodies via accretion

of drifting pebbles formed in the outer disk can explain

the incorporation of ices with interstellar compositions

and isotopic ratios. Pebble accretion fed by drift from

the outer disk has been shown to explain the production

of gas-giant and terrestrial planets, and there is evidence

that such a process is at play in the assembly of Solar
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System bodies (e.g. Lambrechts & Johansen 2014; Lam-

brechts et al. 2019; Johansen et al. 2021). Still, more

detailed modeling is needed to address whether it can

also explain the properties and demographics of comets.

An alternative model for comet formation is if they are

assembled from local material at their formation loca-

tion within the disk, through hierarchical growth and/or

the streaming instability (Weidenschilling 1997; Davids-

son et al. 2016; Lorek et al. 2018). In the Solar Sys-

tem, the comet formation zone is estimated to be ∼5–30

au (Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2004). Assuming that pris-

tine ices survived the disk formation process at these

radii, 1 and 10 µm sized grains should subsequently ex-

perience significant destruction of their icy reservoirs on

timescales comparable to grain growth timescales (Fig-

ure 7). Indeed, at 20 au ices are not just photodisso-

ciated but are fully lost from the grain. Thus, begin-

ning with a population of exclusively small particles, we

would expect minimal incorporation of pristine mate-

rial into larger grains as they are forming. Local comet

assembly therefore cannot easily explain the incorpora-

tion of pristine icy material. Under the assumption that

this framework is applicable to the Solar Nebula, our

models favor a scenario in which comets formed with a

contribution of drifting icy pebbles from the outer disk.

It is interesting to consider how ice inheritance

prospects depend on the disk evolutionary stage. We

can explore trends in ice survival as a function of disk

evolution by varying the adopted large grain fraction

Xlg, which reflects the extent to which grain growth has

proceeded in the disk. This parameter strongly mod-

erates the disk UV penetration as most UV opacity is

due to small dust grains. As seen in Appendix C, for a

highly unevolved disk ice destruction is less efficient at

20 au compared to our fiducial model, but small grains

still exhibit considerable destruction. For instance, the

median 1µm particle loses ∼80% of its water by 100

kyr. We therefore expect that even in young disks, local

assembly of comets should not efficiently preserve inter-

stellar signatures. Beyond 20 au, there is virtually no

ice destruction for any grain size, reflecting that ices in

the outer disk are very well shielded and implying that

preservation in these regions should be near-complete

early in the disk lifetime.

In very evolved disks, ice destruction is much more

efficient compared to our fiducial model: small (<10µm)

grains lose most of their ice mantles at all disk radii, and

100µm grains lose at least half of their ices beyond 100

au. 1mm grains remain largely unaffected by ice loss,

implying that ices that have already been incorporated

into >1mm sized grains should be preserved even in a

very evolved disk. Thus, inheritance signatures within

the Solar System likely correspond to material that was

incorporated into larger grains fairly early in the disk

lifetime, and remained confined to the midplane as the

disk became increasingly UV-transparent.

4.2. Extension to other disk structures

We expect that various features of the disk physical

structure will impact the ice survival outcomes. A chal-

lenge to exploring this in a systematic way is that many

disk properties are inter-related: for instance, the turbu-

lence level in the disk will impact not only the efficiency

of grain lofting to UV-exposed disk layers, but also the

degree of dust settling (e.g. Dullemond & Dominik 2004)

which impacts UV propagation. In this regard, our disk

model is not fully self-consistent, and a full exploration

of parameter space is beyond the scope of this work.

Still, we highlight several qualitative changes to the sur-

vival outcomes that we expect given different disk phys-

ical structures, informed by test runs of disks with vary-

ing parameters. Ice survival will increase in scenarios

where UV propagation is reduced, including notably for

an increased disk dust mass or for a star with a lower UV

luminosity. Similarly, ice loss should be reduced when

grain lofting away from the midplane is inhibited, as in

the case of a lower turbulent α or a decreased gas den-

sity. Different radial and vertical density gradients will

of course have a more complicated and location-specific

impact on survival. It is therefore likely that there is

a range of inheritance outcomes for disks with different

physical properties, and that the incorporation of pris-

tine icy material proceeds to a greater or lesser extent

in different planetary systems. Disk and stellar proper-

ties are also likely to evolve temporally, which may con-

tribute (along with grain growth, as discussed in Section

4.1) to different degrees of inheritance for bodies forming

at different times.

4.3. Survival of isotopic carriers

In comets, hydrogen and nitrogen show the largest

variations in isotopic fractionation levels, and are there-

fore critical to inferring the origin of cometary ices

(Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2015). Some of the strongest ev-

idence for interstellar inheritance in comets comes from

high D/H ratios in H2O, HCN, and CH3OH; and high
15N/14N ratios in HCN and NH3, via NH2 (Altwegg

et al. 2017; Drozdovskaya et al. 2021; Bockelée-Morvan

et al. 2015). Additionally, 16O/17O/18O ratios in primi-

tive meteorites are attributed to the preservation of frac-

tionated H2O inherited from the prestellar stage (Yuri-

moto & Kuramoto 2004; Krot et al. 2020). Following the

inheritance scenario outlined in the previous section, we

find that it is certainly plausible that pristine reservoirs
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of H2O, CH3OH, HCN, and NH3 can be transported to

comet- and asteroid-forming disk radii via grain growth

in the outer disk followed by pebble drift, at least exte-

rior to their respective snow lines.

While there is a clear pathway to deliver interstellar

isotopic signatures to icy planetesimals, there does not

appear to be a straightforward relationship between the

relative preservation of different molecules in ice grains

and their fractionation levels within comets. For in-

stance, one could infer from our models that NH3 should

preserve interstellar 15N/14N ratios better than HCN

due to its higher resilience to destruction (Figure 6). In

fact, the 15N/14N ratios in these carriers are compara-

ble to one another in comets, and in both cases much

lower than ISM values (Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2015).

Given the relatively small differences in ice destruction

between different molecules (factors of a few), the trends

seen here are likely washed out in the general dilution of

interstellar ice due to mixing with reprocessed material

(e.g. Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2000; Brownlee et al. 2006;

Rubin et al. 2019). Note also that gradients in the iso-

topic ratios within interstellar ice mantles, as predicted

by Taquet et al. (2014) and Furuya & Aikawa (2018),

may further complicate the inheritance of interstellar

isotopic signatures, particularly if ice is preferentially

lost from the surface.

Our models show that small (1-10µm) grains at disk

radii beyond ∼20 au should experience efficient ice

photodissociation but not desorption, resulting in the

accumulation of secondary ice species. This regime

may be favorable for the production of complex or-

ganic molecules or even more refractory organic mate-

rial upon recombination of radical fragments (see also

Ciesla & Sandford 2012). This raises the possibility

that interstellar-like isotopic signatures measured in me-

teoritic refractory organic material (e.g. Busemann et al.

2006) could originate from heavy processing of simpler

ice species within the disk, rather than reflecting syn-

thesis in the ISM. Detailed chemical modeling is needed

to more robustly explore the extent of in situ organic

chemistry accompanying icy particle dynamics.

4.4. Survival of prebiotically interesting molecules

While our model does not consider large potentially

prebiotic organics such as formamide and glycine, we

can still outline rules of thumb for the inheritance of

such species based on survival trends among simpler

molecules. We found that the relative destruction ef-

ficiency of a given ice molecule depends primarily on

its UV photodissociation rate. In general we see that

molecules with high photodissociation cross-sections at

Ly-α wavelengths typically have the highest overall pho-

todissociation rates. This should be broadly true when

considering ice survival around T Tauri stars, for which

Ly-α photons account for the majority of the total UV

flux (Schindhelm et al. 2012).

Of the organics in the Leiden Observatory photorates

database (Heays et al. 2017), most complex organics

(e.g. CH3CN, NH2CHO, C2H5OH, CH3CHO) have Ly-

α photodissociation rates less than that of HCN, the ice

species that was most efficiently photodissociated in our

model. We therefore expect that these molecules should

survive at comparable levels to those shown in Figure 6

for molecules besides CO and CO2. For instance, 1µm

grains at 150 au should preserve ∼60–80% of their orig-

inal organic inventory intact by 100 kyr. However, we

note that the larger organic C3H7OH exhibits a higher

Ly-α photodissociation rate than HCN, and therefore

has worse survival prospects. Measurements of pho-

todissociation cross-sections for additional large organ-

ics are required to better predict their survival outcome

within ices.

Ice survival will also depend on whether a molecule

occupies the CO-rich layer only, or is also present in the

H2O-rich layer. This is difficult to predict a priori for

most large organics. Still, in our model, molecules with

comparable photodissociation rates that occupy differ-

ent layers (e.g. H2CO vs. NH3) differ by just a few to

a few tens of percent in their relative photodissociation

levels. We therefore expect that this effect should not

dramatically alter survival outcomes, but will be sec-

ondary to the UV photodissociation efficiency.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a modeling framework to evaluate

the prospects for interstellar icy material to survive pas-

sage through the disk and incorporation into icy bodies

such as comets. Beginning with an interstellar ice struc-

ture and composition, we track ice destruction due to ex-

posure to UV and heat as dust grains undergo diffusion,

settling, and drift within a protoplanetary disk. We have

synthesized the ice survival outcomes from thousands of

dust trajectories for different sized particles in different

disk regions, and find that ice destruction is generally

inefficient except for small grains in the inner few tens

of au.

Our modeling supports that the inheritance of pristine

interstellar material can indeed explain interstellar-like

signatures (e.g. composition and isotopic ratios) mea-

sured in comets and primitive meteorites (e.g. Bockelée-

Morvan et al. 2000; Yurimoto & Kuramoto 2004; Al-

twegg et al. 2017). For our adopted disk physical model,

inheritance seems to require a scenario in which icy peb-

bles form at larger disk radii and then drift into the
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comet-forming zone (∼5–30 au). Indeed, small grains

in the comet-forming zone rapidly lose their ices, and so

local assembly is an unlikely path to inheritance. Our re-

sults therefore lend another piece of evidence to support

the importance of pebble drift and pebble accretion to

the formation of Solar System bodies (e.g. Lambrechts

& Johansen 2012, 2014; Levison et al. 2015; Johansen

et al. 2015, 2021).

The incorporation of interstellar ices into comets and

asteroids raises the possibility that molecules synthe-

sized in the ISM can ultimately be delivered to terres-

trial planets via impact. Thus, the wealth of prebioti-

cally interesting molecules detected in pre- and proto-

stellar sources (see e.g. Herbst & van Dishoeck 2009)

may indeed be relevant to origins of life chemistry. Still,

better characterization of the photodissociation prop-

erties of larger organics are needed to evaluate their

survival prospects. Our models also suggest that small

grains at large disk radii may be favorable to a robust in

situ ice chemistry due to the abundance of ice photodis-

sociation products and the lack of efficient desorption.

This could complicate interpretations of interstellar iso-

topic ratios seen in complex organics or refractory or-

ganic material in comets and meteorites. A thorough

treatment of ice chemistry accompanying particle dy-

namics will be the subject of future work.
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APPENDIX

A. FIDUCIAL DISK PHYSICAL STRUCTURE

Figure 8 shows the dust density, dust temperature, and UV flux profiles for the disk model described in Section 2.1.

Figure 8. Dust density, dust temperature, and UV flux distributions for the fiducial disk model.

B. GRAIN EVOLUTION TIMESCALES

A particle’s trajectory in the disk is strongly dependent on its size. Therefore, the dynamic trajectories described in

Section 2.2 are valid only for the amount of time that a particle spends at a given size. Here we estimate grain growth

timescales in order to determine a plausible timescale to track the chemistry for a given grain size. Following Birnstiel

et al. (2012), the time required for a particle to grow in size by a factor of 10 can be approximated as

tgrow = τgrowln(10) =
ln(10)

ε
√
GM?r3

, (B1)

where τgrow is the particle growth e-folding timescale and ε is the dust to gas ratio, assumed to be 10−2 here. Note

that the growth timescale is the same for all particle sizes. Figure 9 shows the resulting growth timescale as a function

of disk radius, which ranges from a few kyr at 20 au to ∼75 kyr at 150 au.

Note, however, that this approximation is derived for particles in the disk midplane. Grains that undergo excursions

to lower-density regions at higher elevations will experience slower growth, impacting especially small grains. We

therefore assume that a timescale of 100 kyr should conservatively encompass the time that a particle spends as a

given size.

Figure 9. Time required for a grain to grow in size by a factor of 10, as a function of radius in the disk. Vertical dotted lines
indicate the starting radii of particles in our simulations.
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C. TRENDS WITH DISK EVOLUTION

The adopted disk structure will impact ice destruction behavior since ice loss is primarily driven by UV exposure,

which in turn depends strongly on the distribution of small grains across the disk. Thus, ice destruction should become

more efficient over the disk lifetime as grain growth and settling reduce the small grain population. Here we explore

trends in ice survival for different disk evolutionary stages by varying the fraction of dust partitioned in large grains

Xlg. We simulate a less and more evolved disk by adopting an Xlg of 0.75 and 0.97, respectively, compared to the

fiducial value of 0.9. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the ice survival outcomes for these cases.

In contrast to the fiducial model, which shows ice photodissociation at the tens of percent level in the outer disk,

ice destruction is no longer important beyond a few tens of au in the unevolved disk model. A larger population of

small dust results in decreased UV penetration, and so ice photodissociation even in the outer disk is not efficient. Ice

destruction remains important for 1µm grains at 20 au, though to a lesser extent than in the fiducial model. Note

that while the total survival fraction of primary ices is around 40%, molecules other than CO and CO2 are generally

preserved at just a ∼10–20% level. Therefore, as in the fiducial model, if a planetesimal body is assembling at 20 au

starting from small grains, most pristine ice (apart from CO and CO2) should be lost. Typical 10µm grains at 20

au show much less ice loss than in the fiducial model: while some grains can lose almost all their ices, the median

particle loses just a few percent of the total ice mantle. Thus, ice destruction will only be efficient for the smallest

grains (≤1µm) in such an unevolved disk.

In the evolved disk model, ice destruction is much more efficient than in the fiducial model. 1-10µm grains lose

almost all of their ices at all disk radii, and 100µm grains lose &50% of their ice mantle beyond 100 au. The increase

in UV penetration is relatively more important in the less-shielded outer disk compared to the inner disk, resulting

in a larger increase in ice destruction at larger radii. 1mm sized grains remain virtually unaffected by ice destruction

even with the increased UV penetration of the evolved disk model, indicating that ices incorporated into larger solids

in the disk midplane should be quite robust to destruction.

Figure 10. Primary ice fractions remaining at 100 kyr for disk models with varying large-grain fractions Xlg, mimicking less
evolved through more evolved disk structures. For each combination of grain sizes and initial radii, scatter points represent the
median survival outcome and shaded bars show the 25-75th percentile range.
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